The period from 1206 AD to 1526 AD came to known as Delhi Sultanate period

Qutub-ud-din-aibak established the slave dynasty. he was a slave of Mohammad Ghori

Established their rule in India after defeating the Rajputs
Major five dynasties ruled from 1206 AD to 1556 AD

Other ruler of this Dynasty were - Iltutmish, Razia Sultan, Nassiruddin Mahmud, Balban
Iltutamish was a slave of Aibak, shift the capital to Delhi from Lahore

1- Slave or Mamluk Dynasty (1206-1290)

Iltutamish issued silver Tanka, completed the construction of Qutb minar at Delhi

2- Khilji Dynasty (1290-1320)

Raziya was the 1st & only Muslim lady who ever ruled India

3- Tughluk Dynasty (1320-1414)

Balban created a strong centralized army & introduced rigorous court discipline

4- Sayyid dynasty (1414-1451)

introduce Persian festival Nauroz & establish separate military department
Salve Dynasty

5- Lodi Dynasty (1451_1526)

known as Diwan-i-arz.
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The khiji dynasty was founded by Jalauddin khilji
Alauddin Khilji was the nephew and son-in-law of Jalauddin
Alauddin was the first Turkish sultan of Delhi who separated religion from State
There were separate department called Diwani Riyasat was created under on officer
Known as Naib-i-riyasat.
Allauddin seized Chittor and conquest Deccan & Built Alai Darwaza.
he also patronized poets like Am,ir khusro and Amir hasan

Ghiyassudin tughluq was the founder of Tughluk Dynasty
He killed Khusrau khan, the last king of Khilji dynasty
Ghiyasuddin succeeded by Muhammad Bin Tughalk, he annexed
Deccan region & conquered the frontier region from Lahore to Kashmir.
Transfer his capital from Delhi to Deogir & renamed it as Daultabad
Ghiyasuddin stated department for agriculture called Diwan-i-Kohi
Firuz Tughlaq Succeeded Muhammad bin Tughlaq

In 1414, Khijr Khan founded Sayyid Dynasty by taking over Delhi as
a deputy of Timur in India & assumed the title Rayati-Ala
Mubarak Shah, Muhammad Shah and Alam Shah are the other ruler
The last sultan Alam Shah proved to be a totally incompetent
Alam Shah voluntarily abdicated the throne in favour of
Bahalol lodhi

Bahalol lodhi took charge from Alam Shah and become sultan. He was leader of the Lodi
Afghan tribes holding the fiefdom at Sirhind
Bahlol lodhi was succeeded in 1489 by his son Sikandar lodhi, he launched campaigns to
regain the old supremacy of Delhi. establish a city of Agra & transferred his capital there
Sikandar lodhi was succeeded by his son Ibrahim Lodhi, who was the last Sultan of Delhi
sultanate. he was obsessed with royal prerogative
Daulat khan sent an invitation to Babur to invade India, Babur defeated Ibrahim Lodhi
in 1526 Ad in the battle of Panipat and closed the chapter of Delhi sultanate
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cause of decline of Delhi sultanate

The ruler of Delhi Sulanate came in power with the help of a swords and army, they have no definite law of succession
Rise of regional sate, Gujarat, Malwa and Jaunpur became powerful independent state, old and new Rajput state rapidly emerged
Soon Nobles became very powerful and act as kingmaker who controlled the weak sultans
Taimur's invasion drained the wealth of the Delhi sultanate
Invasion of Babar created havoc situation and become the main cause for the downfall of the Delhi Sultanate

